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Three months into the year and already I’m wondering where 

the time has gone! ERS has hit the ground running in 2015 and 

hopefully it will be a very exciting year for the continued 

growth of ERS.  

Our Roy Hill team of Emergency Services and Security Officers 

are continuing to do a fantastic job and we are constantly re-

ceiving extremely positive feedback from a wide range of peo-

ple. It’s always easy for someone to complain about contrac-

tor’s performance, but when someone takes the time to write 

to tell us about the great performance of the team then we 

know we are doing something right. Keep up the great work as 

it is definitely being noticed, and not just within Roy Hill.  

The ERS team at the Perth Mint is continuing to find their feet 

and they are also performing extremely well. It’s great to have 

the ‘ERS way of doing business’ rolling out down in Perth as 

well as the Pilbara.  

The focus in 2015 for ERS is similar to that of last year, we 

want to expand our area of operations, gain new contracts and 

continue to set the standards for other companies to follow. As 

you will read in this newsletter, the ERS Brisbane office is doing 

extremely well in a fairly stagnant market and Nick (Qld Opera-

tions Manager) is making some very good inroads into Queens-

land. We will also continue to explore and develop international 

markets following an initial contract in Myanmar and recently 

having Tim and Anne-Eline attend the Indaba Mining Trade 

Fair in Cape Town earlier this year. 

ERS has just received our ISO Accreditations for Quality Man-

agement (9001), Environmental Management (14001), Occu-

pational Health and Safety Management (4801) and Occupa-

tional Health and Safety Management 18001. Well done to 

everyone involved in the audit process it was great to see the 

process run smoothly and a fantastic result.  

You will also read in this newsletter that we have 4 season tick-

ets for the Eagles. We will ask for staff to express an interest in 

each home game a few weeks before and they will be selected 

at random. We would really like to encourage staff to make a 

family day of it and take their families along to the game. Sorry 

for those that are not Eagles fans (I’m not) or AFL fans, but this 

is hopefully the first of many ERS programs that will include 

family activities in your time off.  

 Scott Houston - Executive Risk  
Solutions CEO 

Executive Risk Solutions Newsletter March 2015 

2015 is going to be a busy year! Let’s remain focused, keep up 

the professional service, make sure we do our job safely and 

continue to strive for excellence.  

Cheers Scott 



what happened last month. 
A lot has happened in the last 3 months at ERS .  

What have we been up to? 

In  January, Craig Hynes s and Phill Cribb were off to a Tasmanian mine to con-
duct  site Incident Management Team training and a rehearsal with the mine 
Emergency Management Team. 18 site employees participated in the  session . 
The training was a  success and we look forward to providing  the company 
with more training in the near future.  

In December Dan Wright and Tim Curtis travelled to Myanmar to deliver risk 
assessment work  for a Not For Profit organisation.  Tim and Dan also had the 
opportunity to meet with the local Austrade office and major oil and gas com-
panies to get the latest update on  industry developments . If you are interest-
ed in doing business in Myanmar please listen to our podcast on Myanmar on 
our website amd contact us if you have any questions.  

Tim Curtis and Anne-Eline Bourgoin travelled to Cape Town in early February  
to attend the biggest African Mining Conference in South Africa: Mining Inda-
ba.  It was  their first time at the event  which has been going for more than 20 
years. The conference was a success. Tim and Anne-Eline brought back a doz-
en strong leads and opportunities and  made an incredible amount of connec-
tions. You can read about Anne-Eline and Tim’s journey on our website’s blog. 

On the  19th of February,  ERS launched its first promotional video featuring 
our 4 key services. Crisis and Risk Management ,  Emergency Response, Secu-
rity Services and Post Incident Reviews. The whole project was a success and  
working on the production of the video was an amazing experience for the ERS 
team involved. We used our own staff, vehicles and equipment for the filming 
as we wanted to demonstrate real life scenarios and our skills and capabilities. 
You can watch the video on our website home page or on our You tube chan-
nel.  

ERS quality assurance certified  

ERS has successfully completed its stage 2 Audit for the following standards 
by SAI Global: 9001:2008, 14001:2004, 4801:2001, and 18001:2007. 

The certification is an important part of the way ERS does it business. The cer-
tification will enable us to continue to set high standards and be able to 
demonstrate our compliance through third party audits. Three of the stand-
ards cover Quality (9001), Environment (14001) and Health and Safety 
(4801). The fourth standard is an internationally recognised Safety Standard 
(18001) that will assist us with our overseas business interests. 

The hard work is not over for us in meeting the audit requirements, in fact it 
really starts now. The continued development of our management systems 
and procedures to maintain our goal of exceptional services will require ongo-
ing development and review. To support this aspect of our business we have 
now appointed Paul Atkins as the HSEQ Manager. Paul who has recently 
served in our Port Hedland office as an Operations Manager takes up his new 
role with a solid background in Quality systems and Safety Management. He 
has trained and operated as a Quality Auditor and is well credentialed in Safety 
Management Systems. 

Myanmar 

Anne-Eline and Tim at the meeting lounge at Mining  Indaba 

ERS ISO accreditations 



Its an honour 

Did you know that ERS has a number of 

staff that have received national honours. 

With the recent announcement on Aus-

tralia Day of this year’s recipients we 

thought we would recount our own Na-

tional Honours’ list. By the way if you 

haven’t been included you must be a qui-

et achiever so let the editor know and we 

will add you to the list. 

Mark Salmon OAM for his outstanding 

leadership services in the Military. 

(Operations Manager - Port Hedland) 

Craig Hynes AFSM for his role in devel-

oping Western Australia’s contemporary 

Emergency Services model. (General 

Manager – Head Office) 

Phill Cribb AFSM for his achievements in 

the Fire Services over many years and in 

particular through the Fire Investigation 

and Analysis (Fire & Emergency Services 

Specialist – Head Office) 

John McMillan AFSM for his contribution 

and commitment to Fire Safety Stand-

ards and Building Code Compliance in 

Western Australia. 

How is the Queensland office settling in? 

On the 5 th of January, Executive Risk Solutions (ERS) expanded its foot-
print into Queensland. Within one week of entering the market we com-
peted for and secured the first manpower contract, over the incumbent 
provider. Our success was due to the application of a simple, well-tested 
formula centralised around culture and service, specifically designed to 
create comfort and generate certainty for our clients.  

The manpower contract opportunity was won through our ability to pro-
vide a tailored proposal at short notice that exceeded the clients scope of 
works, whilst maintaining a competitive and transparent costing schedule. 
ERS was able to mobilise and imbed the capability within 7 days ensuring 
the security of the site with no lapse of service..  

As ERS continues to expand its footprint in Queensland, we plan to host a 
Sundowner in late May to provide an opportunity for us to meet in a social 
setting with clients and potential clients. The event will be held within the 
Brisbane CBD and invitations extended to key connections allowing the 
opportunity for mutual networking and introduction. We look forward to 
catching up in April ! 

What’s coming up? 

ERS will be attending the WA surface mine rescue competition  on the 1st 
of May in Coolgardie .as the sponsor of the incident management scenar-
io.  We look forward to catching up with current clients, partners and sup-
pliers involved in the competition. It is always a great event to attend and 
to see the teams put through some fantastic scenarios.  If you are going to 
be there make sure you'll let us know as we would love to catch up.  

ERS is partnering with the HHG legal group and will be hosting a Seminar 
on Thursday 30th of April at the HHG office. Tim Curtis and Dan Wright 
will be delivering a presentation  on dealing with a kidnapping at the cor-
porate level.  

ERS will also be having a networking function on Friday 15th of May. Invi-
tations will be sent out soon but should you wish to attend please do not 
hesitate to contact Anne-Eline at                                                                                          
anne-eline@executiverisksolutions.com.au  

ERS security officer using the radar gun on a remote road  

Our new addition to the team  

Elizabeth Sherry has joined ERS as our 
new Accounts/Payroll Officer. Elizabeth 
studied at TAFE where she gained quali-
fications in Business Studies, Accounts 
Payable/Receivable and Payroll. Prior to 
working at ERS Elizabeth has worked 
for packaging and industrial food equip-
ment design and manufacturing compa-
nies. From these she gained valuable 
experience which she will apply in her 
new role at ERS. Recently Elizabeth re-
turned home to live in Perth after 
spending the last 10 years enjoying liv-
ing in Christchurch, New Zealand.  



 WHAT MAKES A GOOD CRISIS MANAGER? 

 

ERS Crisis Management Services 

Crisis Management Services have again been busy with plan development and training for our clients. Two new clients 
have been gained this quarter and we are currently developing plans and exercises to meet their needs. 

A recent excursion to Tasmania to a mine site was successfully completed with a session on Incident Management and an 
afternoon rehearsal exercise. 

In delivering this session it reminded me of the importance of leadership in a crisis. The clientele that we deal with are in  
most circumstances very experienced managers and leaders in their field. However with a crisis comes a whole new chal-
lenge with different pressures and time constraints that are quite often beyond the normal scope of the Mine Manager/
Supervisor’s experience. After all it was not the job they signed up for. 

 

My current antithesis for crisis management leadership is the recently 
sentenced Captain of the Costa Concordia, Francesco Schettino, who was 
convicted of multiple counts of manslaughter and for abandoning his ship. 
He was sentenced to 16 years in jail for his role and lack of leadership 
when the Costa Concordia hit rocks off the island of Giglio, resulting in the 
deaths of 32 passengers.  

 

 

Schettino had shown no leadership throughout the incident and 
in fact abandoned the ship while hundreds of passengers and 
crew were left on the listing vessel that had struck rocks off the 
coast of the island. Prior to deserting the ship he was reported as 
having retreated in to a state of indecision as requests to aban-
don the ship by bridge officers to him were neglected. 

Schettino had previously reported to Investigating Magistrates 
as to why he left the ship early as “I tripped and I ended up in one 
of the [lifeboats]. That’s how I found myself there.” 

A true leader in a crisis has a number of traits, cowardice and 
avoidance are not two of them. 

In my article today I have set out some of the aspects that I believe are important traits and leadership styles in a crisis. 

 

Craig Hynes  General manager at ERS  



The Crisis Leader 

As a CMT Leader you have assumed the role that has consid-
erable responsibility during emergency operations and recov-
ery activities. You will be leading the management activities 
related to control of the crisis, have management of the CMT 
members, and you will be the interface with other groups such 
as the Board and Executive Management and the Incident 
Management Team when an incident escalates to a Crisis. 

You are also ultimately responsible for the safety systems and 
ensuring that procedures are in place and operating effective-
ly. 

Leadership And The Management Role 

Achieving control requires strong leadership and manage-
ment at a number of levels throughout the crisis management 
structure. It is not merely about following duty cards and es-
tablishing the structure. 

Most importantly the Crisis Leader requires experience, tech-
nical expertise and leadership and management traits to be 
successful. That is why you have been selected to assume the 
role! 

Some of the traits that you will need to exhibit to ensure the 
team works at its optimum are: 

 

Approachability: people need to be comfortable when dealing 
with you, so remain calm and be prepared to listen. 

Friendliness: a crisis should not be an excuse to exert anger or 
aggressive behaviour, retain your normal persona, and be friend-
ly, encouraging people to be harmonious in the pressure of an 
emergency. 

Inclusiveness: involve everyone in discussions where possible 
and seek their input, remember there is wisdom in crowds! 

Questioning: be prepared to ask questions. 

Listening: active listening and not being dismissive of people, 
they will be in the same boat as you, with elevated stress and 
feeling some discomfort. 

Business like: your day to day job requires a business-like ap-
proach, an emergency is no different.  

 

A leadership role in a crisis also calls for the big picture viewer, someone not focussed on the weeds. What are the organi-
sational implications, do I need to escalate this incident, who needs to know what? You need to establish intent, model 
the behaviour, inspire others and also be prepared to coach and mentor the others around you. 

Craig Hynes AFSM, General Manager  



 

 Our Volunteer Firefighters  

Whether it is in rural or metropolitan areas volunteer  firefighters every day risk their lives to contribute to their community . Very 
often people don’t understand the sacrifices and efforts they make  in the role and their courage  and determination is too often 
taken for granted. At ERS we are very fortunate to have a number of volunteer firefighters in our team. I have asked one of them 
Luke  Griffiths to tell me about his volunteer firefighter life,  challenges and biggest achievements. Read his story.  

 

Luke Griffiths  

I have worked many jobs over the years, but I have certainly found my ideal role 
working as an ESO (Emergency Services Officer) I am an Emergency Services 
officer and have been working with ERS for 2 ½ yrs. 

I am also a DFES Volunteer Fire and Rescue Firefighter in my local community of 
Armadale. Our station is one of the busiest in the metro area, responding to 
structural fires, road crash rescues, hazmat incidents and bush fires. Aside from 
call outs I am involved in local community events, school visits, hydrant marking 
and smoke alarm battery changes at our local nursing homes. On average I re-
ceive about a dozen calls a week. Summer inherently busier but winter also  re-
sults in house fires and road incidents.  

What motivates me the most in being a volunteer firefighter is knowing that I am 
in some way contributing to my community and making a difference in people’s 
lives.  Each fire call we go to, presents itself with different challenges and obsta-
cles, the most challenging for me is not knowing when the phone might ring or 
how long I could be away from my family .   
 
One of my success stories is when we received a call late one night to a roof col-
lapse at a local retirement home. Upon arrival there were still casualties trapped 
inside, our crew rescued up to 6 individuals who were trapped in their beds. It felt 
great to remove them from danger when they were in desperate need for our 
help. What many people don’t know about volunteer firefighters is that we are 
expected to perform at the same capacity and professionalism of a career fire-
fighter. 
  
Working in both roles one being a volunteer firefighter and the other as an ESO 
for ERS allows me to apply what I have learned in both jobs. Each industry uses 
different techniques and methods. An emergency situation is a very dynamic situ-
ation where I believe an outside the box approach to a situation is often required. 
I draw upon both my skill sets to achieve a successful outcome.  
 
Luke Griffiths, ERS Emergency Services Officer  

The Department of Fire & Emergency Services  (DFES) has 803 Brigades , Groups or Units with 27,999 operational volunteers 
and 1073 Support volunteers which equate to a total of 29072 volunteers .  The Fire and Emergency Services responded to 
30921 incidents  in 2014 *.  

Becoming a volunteer firefighter is such a rewarding way to help your community and meet incredible people like Luke . There is a 
role for everyone and training is provided so you have nothing to loose. 

Thank you Luke  for sharing your experience with us . We look forward to hearing many more success stories in the future.  

Read more volunteer firefighter stories on our website this month. 

Anne-Eline Bourgoin , BD Coordinator   References: *www.dfes.wa.gov.au  



 

“Check and Test”, “Check and Test”, “Check and Test” 

Planning Through Market Stagnation 

Recently, Anne-Eline Bourgoin and I had the good fortune to attend Mining 
Indaba in Cape Town. Historically, it has been THE conference and network-
ing event to attend on the continent. It has been where deals were done and 
brands needed to be seen.  

This time around there was a different mood. Headline sponsors were absent. 
Some of those have now fallen to being less than penny stocks. Exhibition 
stands were predominantly services companies and not mining companies. 
Pessimism was evident in most discussions, presentations and in the corners 
of cocktail parties. 2015-2017 will be tough is the agreed reality. Survival is 
necessary, consolidation is likely and the time for acquisitions and mergers is 
well and truly upon us.  

 

Many companies were in Cape Town looking for money. Capital is around 
and available, but capital houses are certainly watchful and more discerning. 
Indeed FDI into Africa in 2013 was at an all time low for mining and metals, 
coal and oil and gas. Some of this was a perception on levels of political risk, 
and the absence of sane resource legislation. But some has certainly been 
the doom of reduced supply led by a downturn in Chinese demand. It is less 
about an accurate prediction of the commodity price downturn stymying 
capital. That would have required an exceptionally calibrated crystal ball. 

 

Perth is one resource centric city that is affected.  

Let’s look at some facts. Perth led two revolutions over a decade ago. (1) The revolution of the junior miner; and (2) the ‘Into 
Africa’ revolution. It was its strength and its weakness. Indeed in the suburb of West Perth there were some 230 listed com-
panies (principally ASX and TSX). 150 of these conducted no business in Australia. Now that number has contracted signifi-
cantly. My tip, wait 6 months and then invest in West Perth real estate. The contraction is not over yet. 

Oil, gas and mining companies with tenements and blocks in Australia are faring worst. High cost bases are seeing many 
small to mid cap listed companies surviving on cash reserves. Others are clinically dead albeit with life support holding their 
share price at around AUD.01c. 

 

Listed oil, gas and mining companies in Africa are a little better positioned. 
Africa offers a far lower cost base. For quality projects this alone could en-
sure survival; albeit with a breath hold through 2015 at least. For mines 
working underground the challenge of capital costs and operating costs is 
more profound. Expect to see longer breath hold periods for underground 
miners and indeed some will lead mines being put into ‘care and mainte-
nance’. 

 

 

 



So where to? What’s becoming clearer is that the path through 2015-16 for 
most commodities will be at reduced demand and reduced price.  

 

This requires a new plan. The old plan was a common basis for change. Plans are relevant until the situa-
tion changes. And it has. So change it! Start with re-appreciating the situation and perhaps conduct your 
re-appreciation something like this: 

 

 

 

Intent Confirm your desired position. Perhaps use milestones method out to 2018. 
Small measurable steps. 

Fact Find Find out the facts and make assumptions. Try and turn your assumptions into 
facts to give more certainty. Facts and assumptions enable planning to continue or 
cease- if what your thinking does neither, then discard it. 

Options Confirm broad courses of action (COA).  What options can you take? 

Resources What resources are and will be available to each COA? 

Tasks What tasks are necessary inside each COA? Assign resources to tasks. Enough 
resources? 

Selection Select a preferred option that is ‘suitable’, ‘feasible’ and ‘acceptable’. Score 
against these criteria.  

Testing Wargame that COA against all possible scenarios. Are they resilient? Specifically 
remove what you think is a critical resource- does your plan survive? You now know 
what you need to protect. 

Refine  Make changes and insert the detail.  

Write The basis of a plan is always in writing . Why? Because then you need to… 

COMMUNICATE Your shareholders and stakeholders will love you for it!  

Evolve Embrace that your plan isn’t perfect and as the situation changes, so should 
your plan  

 

Tim Curtis , International Director and  

Nick Whitehead, Operations Manager  

 



ERS smooth transition into Oil & Gas :  

How we set up a first response capability into a Port environment with  

major fuel operations.  

 

Executive Risk Solutions have recently expanded its extensive 
range of services by providing a fire response capability during 
bulk fuel operations in a Port environment.  
 
Given the skill sets already contained within the company the 
setting up of this new operation was relatively simply once notifi-
cation that ERS was the successful tenderer was received. The 
competitive tendering process to provide trained and competent 
people with specialist equipment was an example of how quickly 
ERS can gear up using its experienced workforce during off peri-
ods from other locations. 

 
 
ERS, CEO Scott Houston said “ERS has had a strategic direction for some time 
to expand further into the Oil and Gas Industry and when the Port tender 
came up it was an easy choice given the direction of the Company”.  

 
 
The services provided at the Port are during the unloading of combustible liquids (Diesel) and flammable liquids 
(Petroleum) from Fuel Tankers that come direct from Asia or via Kwinana (Fremantle Ports) in Western Australia. The 
unloading operation of the 10,000 to 16,000 tonnes of the liquids occurs at least twice a month for periods up to 36 
hours.  
The flammable and combustible liquids are decanted from the tanker via 200mm delivery hoses into a ground transfer 
manifold where the fuel is then pumped approximately one kilometer to the bulk storage facility. The risk assessments 
process for the unloading operation identified a number of high risks particularly during the unleaded petroleum liquid 
decanting.  
 
The highest risk was the catastrophic failure of decanting hoses with the released liquid fuel or vapor coming into con-
tact with an ignition source. Given the high volumes of flammable and combustible liquid being transferred is in excess 
of 500 tonnes per hour any high pressure and high volume release poses considerable risks to people, property and 
environment even if it does not ignite. 
 



The strategic direction with a greater focus on Oil and 
Gas kicked off with the development of ERS staff and has 
seen a steady procession of Emergency Service Officers 
heading off for specialist Oil and Gas firefighting and spill 
handling training. The Courses were delivered at the Tex-
as A&M Engineering Extension Service (TEEX) facility in 
Texas, USA which is an Internationally recognised leader 
in the delivery of oil and gas emergency response training.  
A number of the staff already deployed to the Port during 
unloading operations have successfully completed the 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Spill Control and Fire Sup-
pression response and the Marine Oil Spill response for 
Freshwater and Coastal incidents.  
 
 
 
 

“Having trained and competent staff in oil and gas firefighting was one thing 
but requirements of the tender also saw a need for high volume water 
pumping and the delivery of foam solution” Scott said. 
 
To meet the equipment needs Executive Risk Solutions, purpose built a Hi Volume, Petro Chemical, Emergency Re-
sponse Suppression Unit designed to suppress and control large spills or fires of combustible or flammable liquids. 
Other applications for the Unit may be to support Government Agencies and Industry during time of emergency and 
discussions are underway with the Department of Fire and Emergency Services of Western Australia (DFES) to devel-
op interoperable arrangements. 
The Unit consists of a Hi Volume fire pump and water/foam monitors which are trailer mounted for mobility and to 
meet industry needs. A rapid response to flammable liquid fires and spills on any Port is paramount given the volumes, 
volatility, complexities and potential environmental damage if a fire is able to take hold. Equipment was selected and 
tailored to meet the high volume requirements and at the same time being portable to meet the specific conditions 
during unloading operations. 
To combat fires and spills, personnel have been trained using the equipment to immediately apply “B” Class Aqueous 
Film Foaming Foam (AFFF) at an induction ratio of 1 to 3%. The “B” Class foam selected for use by the Port and is used 
fires in combustible and flammable liquids, petroleum greases, tars, oils, oil based paints, lacquers, alcohols, and flam-
mable gases worldwide.  
 



The “B” Class firefighting foam quickly provides a stable mass of bubbles produced from a mixture of water and foam 
concentrate that is designed to reach a specific expansion ratio. The foam has a sufficiently low density and flexibility 
to allow it to float on top of and form a blanket on the surface of the liquid burning or a split product that needs to be 
protected to suppress vapour. 
The Hi Volume, Petro Chemical, Emergency Response Suppression Units power house is its 250 horsepower Cum-
mins powered Darley centrifugal pump capable of delivering a range of water outputs from 5678 lpm @ 10.3 bar, 
3974 lpm @ 13.8 bar, 2839 lpm @ 17.2 bar. 
Two foam trailers are fitted with Williams Hydro-Foam Ranger 1.0 Water / Foam Monitors fitted with Hydraulic Driv-
en Oscillators that are matched hydraulically to the fire pump and are interconnected by 125mm x 15 metre Hi Vol-
ume hose. The expansion ratios of the water / foam concentrate within the mixing chamber produces a foam stream 
that is able to combat atmospheric winds and penetrate strong thermal updrafts present at large scale fires at fuel 
farms, road tankers or a bulk shipping tanker in a Port.  

 
The Ranger Monitor provides accurate foam pro-
portioning, selectable to either 1 or 3% at flows 
from 946 to 3785 lpm while maintaining automatic 
nozzle tip pressures of 10.3 bar over the entire flow 
range. The Ranger is capable of projecting the wa-
ter or foam/water solution 76.2 metres at 7 bar 
pressure in jet mode. 
The advanced technologies of the Ranger Monitors 
delivers water only for cooling for asset protection 
or to induce foam concentrate into the water 
stream at either a 1 to 3% percentage.  
 
The Ranger Monitor produces non-aspirated foam 
and delivers foam concentrate and water solution 
to the hazard and relies on subsequent turbulence 
to entrain the air for expansion to a ratio of be-
tween 3:1 to 5:1.  
 

The foam trailers have the provision to carry 2000 litres of foam concentrate in two Intermediate Bulk Containers 
(IBC). The IBC’s are connected to the Ranger Monitor via hard plumbed piping, valves and flexible 40mm suction hose 
with Cam Lock fittings which incorporate the IBC’s, nozzle and inductor into one device.  

 

Phill Cribb AFSM, Fire and Emergency Services Specialist 

 

 



Dave Nieuwpoort (Nieuwy) Operations Manager/Training Coordinator with ERS.  

What’s your background ? 22 years as a  career firefighter with DFES 10 of which were spent in 
Perth HQ. Specialised in Heavy Rescue Tender and Aerial Appliances, Combined Ladder Platform 
CLP) and Turntable Ladder (TTL). For 4 years while in Perth I also took on the Aerial Appliance 
Trainer for both the CLP and TTL. I also did 2 x 6 months temporary transfers to Built Environment 
Branch where I assisted in implementation of fire safety systems and design/ testing. This also in-
cluded some plan vetting of fire services for new construction. In 2001 I transferred to Bunbury 
Fire Station where I remained and eventually resigned in 2014. As a Senior Firefighter in the coun-
try, I have had to manage and command Volunteer teams at extended and large incidents many 
times, been called upon to mentor and train junior firefighters, volunteers and fellow career fire-
fighters. I also have a background in building and construction, Carpenter and general builder in-
cluding tiling, plasterboard, painting, general carpentry, windows and glass screens etc. Phew, 

wears me out just saying all that nowadays! 

How long have you been in this position for?  I’m a newbie!! I only officially started this role on 5th Feb 2015 so still getting my 
head around the requirements of the role in ERS. 

Can you give me a brief overview of what it is you do in your work? First and foremost the role requires an understanding and 
awareness of the requirements of Emergency Services on a construction project. As I was initially employed as an Emergency Ser-
vices Officer, then was offered the opportunity to be a Supervisor of a team at a Rail Camp and finally now to be offered this role, I 
believe that I have a great understanding of the roles and responsibilities of all these positions and the challenges that they face. 
So I see my role now as a support member to them and also a coordinator of the response team. I am also tasked with providing a 
more comprehensive Training Coordinator role and to ensure that all our staff are performing at or above the levels of profession-
alism expected by ERS and our clients. 

What would you say most motivates you to do what you do? Definitely the opportunity to be a part of the development of our staff 
and company, to become the foremost professional and qualified team of Emergency Response Services. It is extremely rewarding 
to assist in the development and experience of staff in this area. 

What do you find most challenging about your work? I feel very comfortable in this role as far as Emergency Services is concerned, 
but I believe the most challenging part is being a relationship builder and ensuring a safe, satisfied and well managed team.  

How do you enjoy the FIFO life? Love It! I have always enjoyed the Pilbara and its natural rugged beauty so to be up here and en-
joying it on a FIFO swing is a bonus. I get to work and associate with some awesome people in like surroundings and have an ex-
cuse for not mowing my lawns so often! 

What has surprised you most about working with ERS? I guess that the most unexpected thing about ERS I discovered was the 
professionalism they have developed as a team. I firmly believe we will become one of the foremost professional services available 
in this industry if not already. 

What do you wish other people knew about ERS? Potential clients, the quality of service they can get from a highly developed and 
dedicated team of people who see their job as something they can be proud of. Potential employees, that this company will be the 
best and that they should do their utmost to be a part of it. 

What do you do on your off swing? I have a teenage daughter and together we are re-building a 74 VW Beetle for her first car. It 
was a total wreck when we bought it and she is learning alongside me panel beating, painting and mechanical work. I believe that 
every person should have a basic understanding of their vehicles so that when problems arise they have an idea of what it is and 
what it requires to repair. So on my swing home I can often be found in the shed. I live on 3.5 acre property so plenty to do with 
that too! I also love the ocean and enjoy a surf, scuba, snorkeling crabbing, camping and fishing.  

What’s your biggest achievement? I guess that the thing I am most proud of achieving is the knowledge of hundreds of people who 
I have assisted in getting home to their families from fires, vehicle accidents machinery incidents etc. Although I will never know 
their names or how they are now, I know they got home alive because of our efforts, as a rescue team. 

 

 



 

Tracey Tolan  Office Manager at ERS head Office  

What’s your background (previous work and qualifications)? I  started out in accounts back 
when computers needed to be kept in a big air-conditioned room and you needed a clear-
ance to enter. I worked in accounts until I moved to South Hedland in 1997 when I got in-
volved in the school system and began working with special needs kids. I carried on with this 
work when I relocated to Kununurra in 2003 and again when I moved to Moora in 2008. 
When I eventually returned to Perth in 2009 I re-entered the nine to five rat race and got 
back in to office work.  

 

 

What’s your current position? I’m currently Office Manager but up until recently I was involved in payroll and finance.  

How long have you been in this position for?  I’ve only been in this position for a couple of weeks, so it’s all pretty new to me. I 
started working for ERS in 2011 as Scotts PA and only worked 2 days/week, that didn’t last long and my hours steadily increased 
until they hit an all-time high with the wining of the Roy Hill contract – a weekend, what’s that? 

Can you give me a brief overview of what it is you do in your work? As Office Manager I am able to cover for any staff member on 
sick or annual leave. I will still be keeping my hand in the payroll and finance side of things because ERS has grown so much that 
it’s a bit of a handful sometimes…..and we really want Liz to stay! I’ll be re-learning all the mobilisation procedures so I can give 
Jess a hand and she can have time off without have to worry about bookings and rosters. I will assist other managers as required 
and ensure the office runs smoothly. 

What would you say most motivates you to do what you do?  Because I have been with ERS before they hit the big time I feel like 
I’m part of the company. I know everything about the company and how it runs.  I love the people I work with and enjoy coming in 
each day. 

What do you find most challenging about your work? Working to a tight schedule. Everything happens at the end of the month 
and it can be a bit of a juggling act sometimes. 

What has surprised you most about working with ERS? How many people can you fit in one office? haha 

What do you wish other people knew about ERS? That we really do go that extra mile to ensure client satisfaction.  

What’s your biggest achievement (personal and/or professional)? I think my biggest personal achievement is raising my two kids 
single handedly while working 3 jobs and managing not to have a breakdown or kill someone. They’ve turned out ok so I’m pretty 
proud of that. Work wise I’d have to say getting my head around the new company structure and setting up the new companies…
yes I know I’m a sad, sad git! 

Do you have any hobbies or special interests? I’m not really a hobbies kind of person. Don’t mind camping/rum/motorbikes/food 
– not necessarily in that order. 

ARE YOU A WEST COAST EAGLES FAN?  

ERS IS GIVING AWAY 4 TICKETS* THROUGHOUT THE FOOTY SEASON 

TO ITS STAFF TO TAKE THEIR FAMILY TO THE GAME .  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED PLEASE SEND YOUR NAME TO ANNE-ELINE  

AND SHE WILL PUT YOU IN THE DRAW FOR  EACH  HOME GAME. 

 



If you would like to feature or share a story 

with us please submit your enquiry to  

anne-eline@executiverisksolutions.com.au   

 

A new ERS Medium Pumper Fire Appliance, recently commissioned at 
the Roy Hill site in the Pilbara brings a state of the art fire protection 
and suppression capability to the construction site, mining operations 
and the accommodation village.  

During the initial training of the Medium Pumper, passer-by’s could 
have been mistaken thinking it was snowing when they saw the fire ap-
pliance surrounded by what appeared to be a bed of snow. What they 
were seeing on the ground was the results of ERS Emergency Services 
Officers producing and projecting high volumes of firefighting foam 
from the fire appliances roof turret foam monitor. The training high-
lighted the features of the appliance and the specialist equipment car-
ried and enabled ERS crews to get real-time “hands on” training before 
the appliance was commissioned into service. 

The ERS Medium Pumper is designed for use by an urban fire and res-
cue brigade and also has additional capabilities for bush and airport 
firefighting. It provides ERS crews with fire suppression capabilities 
very rarely seen across Mining Operations or used by Industrial Fire 
Brigades. The Medium Pumper is built on a 6 speed Isuzu FTS800 4x4 
Crew Cab powered by a 8 litre V6 Diesel producing 235 HP @ 2,400 
RPM.  

It has a passenger vehicle feel about it when driving and has technolo-
gies that can enable either the driver or passenger to initiate the projec-
tion of firefighting water or foam while arriving at an incident. This is 
achieved through hard plumbing from the fire pump to a roof mounted 
turret which is operated from a centrally mounted joystick in the cab. 
The ability to do this provides and immediate fire attack on arrival and 
at the same time provides additional firefighter safety through a faster 
application of a fire suppression medium. 

The appliance carries 3,000 litres of water and has a “pump and roll” 
capability due to the direct coupled Waterous Single Stage pump to a 
Hatz Diesel motor.  

This configuration is NFPA rated to 2000 litre per minute (lpm) at 10 
Bar pressure. A 300 litres tank is fitted and the appliance carries B 
Class AFFF which is applied at a ratio of 3%. 

Being an urban type fire appliance it carries a range of specialist fire-
fighting, hazmat and rescue equipment to enable ERS to effectively 
manage any incident that may occur on a busy construction site, village 
or mining operation. 

Fire protection during aircraft movements at the Roy Hill Airport was 
factored into the appliance design and ERS with the appliance builders 
selected an Akron Roof Mounted Monitor to be part of the appliance 
specification. The roof monitor can deliver in a High Flow mode 1,900 
LPM at 12 bar pressure or 950 LPM at 12 bar pressure in a Low Flow 
mode.  

The roof monitor can project foam or water in a jet or diffused pattern a 
distance up to 59 metres. 

Phill Cribb AFSM, Fire and Emergency Services Specialist 

ERS CEO Scott Houston said “We could not have 

been happier with the outcomes of the appliance’s 

design and capabilities, as it sets a new standard for 

fire appliances working on sites like Roy Hill”. 

“Predominately our existing fleet of fire appliances 

has come second hand from rural and urban fire 

brigades and has in combination with other applianc-

es met our needs”. The new Medium Pumper, is 

everything in one appliance and gives ERS crews 

the ability to provide a higher level of protection at 

the airport and a faster attack on building fires using 

the roof monitor”. 

It’s snowing in the Pilbara ! 



ERS Perth Office  

PO Box 559, Melville 6956 WA Australia 

P: +61 (0)8 6109 0115 

E: info@executiverisksolutions.com.au 

 
 Phil Hearn  01/01 
 Jamie Caldwell  03/01  
 Carlos Juan Centeno  01/02 
 Greg Chandler 03/02  
 Mark Guildford  06/02 
 Jason Callaghan  14/02  
 Khemp Taala 22/02 
 Ruben Evans 24/02 
 Wayne Caldwell 25/02  
 Jessica Da Silva 05/03 
 Daniel Wightman 10/03 
 Dave May 30/03 
 Daniel Wright 30/03  
 Craig Hynes 31/03  

 ERS ISO accredited  in  ISO9001 Quality , ISO 

14001 Environment  , As 4801 Health and 

Safety  

 ERS secures  its first work in Brisbane deliver-

ing security services to a coal mine  

 Due to the growth of the company we have set 

up additional office spaces at head office.  

 ERS successfully ensured  safe operations (fire 

suppression) of fuel unloading of 13 tankers  at 

the Port of Geraldton from August 2014 to 

February 2015. 

 ERS just invested into a workplace gym at head 

office to promote health and fitness , fitness 

being the domain of the first Responder.  

www.executiverisksolutions.com.au  

Executive Risk Solutions is a highly specialised Perth-based 
consultancy in emergency response, crisis and security man-
agement. Working particularly within the worldwide re-
source and oil and gas sectors, ERS provides 24 hour cover-
age with highly qualified and fully equipped personnel with 
backgrounds from the Police, Military Special Forces and 
Fire and Emergency Services. A whole of service provider 
with capabilities that are tried and tested, our extremely dis-
ciplined capabilities include: 

CRISIS & EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
 
SECURITY SERVICES 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE 

POST INCIDENT REVIEWS 

For useful tips, industry news and the latest on ERS make 

sure you 

http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/emergency-response/
http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/crisis-emergency-management/
http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/security-services/
http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/crisis-emergency-management/
http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/security-services/
http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/emergency-response/
http://www.executiverisksolutions.com.au/services/post-incident-reviews/

